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Cloud Services –
Help Build Scalability
Cloud services help organisations build greater scalability and secure
handling of external facing applications.
At TEKenable we design and deliver solutions
in Financial Services, Healthcare, Agri-Food
and the Public Sector using Public, Private and
Hybrid Cloud.
We can deliver all aspects of cloud solutions
from Virtual Servers to Serverless and MicroServices architectures. We integrate with

platform services like Service Bus and Cortana
Intelligence, Flow, Application Insights and
Security Centre.
In doing so we help organisations achieve
greater operational agility, better IT governance
and tighter integration of components across
the enterprise—from applications and platforms
through to cloud infrastructure.

To find out more about how we can help
support your digital evolution, call us today on
+353 (0) 1 681 4098, or visit us at www.tekenable.ie

Call us on +353 (0)1 681 4098

CLOUD MIGRATION
STRATEGY

CLOUD MANAGEMENT
AND OPTIMISATION

CLOUD
TECHNOLOGIES

While many companies plan a cloudfirst strategy, in reality most have
transitioned only a minority of their
applications to the cloud.

Cloud computing has the potential
to generate significant operational
and financial benefits for companies
using it. But it does introduce a whole
new layer of operational complexity
that can undermine the business case
which justified moving to the cloud in
the first place.

Our choice of cloud technology
partner is Microsoft Azure. Azure
provides an ever-expanding set of
cloud services to help organisations
meet continuous business challenges. This technology platform helps
us do more with less, providing rich,
cloud-native services that deliver
business benefit.

At TEKenable we help companies
overcome barriers to cloud adoption.
Working collaboratively we create
and implement a cloud strategy
tailored to your organisation that
delivers agility, flexibility and real
competitive edge.
Our migration centre provides hybrid
cloud solutions to help with costeffective, flexible migration paths.
Using a proven methodology, we
leverage Microsoft technologies and
its ecosystem of partner tools, to
migrate apps, data, and infrastructure, securely and cost effectively.

At TEKenable we have expertise
in managing and optimising cloud
solutions across our blue chip client
base by putting in place structures
and processes that optimally manage
cloud strategies.

By taking advantage of the broadest
set of hybrid capabilities we can
deliver true hybrid consistency in
applications, data, security and
management across on-premises
and cloud environments. This gives
organisations the freedom to build,
manage and deploy applications at
speed and at scale.

Visit us at www.tekenable.ie

TEKenable are experts in digital evolution. We’re an Irish technology
company delivering digital evolution by combining modern technologies
with legacy systems, to help companies build real business advantage.
As market demands continuously change, we
blend innovative thinking and breakthrough
technologies to produce game changing results
through improved cost savings, operational
efficiencies and enhanced customer experience.

We have global reach with operations in Ireland,
UK and UAE, and expertise across Financial
Services, Healthcare, Agri-Food and the Public
Sector. In 2019, we were named Technology
Business of the Year.
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To find out more about how we can help support your digital transformation
journey, call us today on +353 (0) 1 681 4098, or visit us at www.tekenable.ie
TEKenable
Harmony Court, Harmony Row,
Dublin 2, Republic of Ireland,
D02 VY52.

Dublin: +353 (0) 1 681 4098
London: +44 (0) 207 183 8996
Belfast: +44 (0) 289 099 1801
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